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Taking stock
• Typical questions in international trade research and policy
• Why do countries trade? With whom? What?
• Do gains exceed costs of trade?
• Effects of trade policy?

• From policy perspective
• Need detailed and reliable information
• Hence why many institutions are data collectors and providers
• General principles/mechanics are not enough
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Taking stock
• We have looked at ”theoretical” explanations of why trade is good
• Simple representations of intuition of underlying models
• Can we quantify the effects of trade?

• Examples
• Negotiations on tariff commitments may (not) affect applied tariff rates
• Effects of PTA on trade/welfare depend on relative size trade creation vs trade
diversion
• Impact NTB can be hard to quantify
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Taking stock
• Counterfactual analysis of trade policy
• Need autarky for counterfactuals, not observed in reality
• E.g.: observed autarky in Japan in 19th century and quantifying gains from
trade (Bernhofen and Brown (2005))
• General survey and gravity framework (Costinot and Rodriguez-Clare (2014))
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Choosing a methodology
• Which most suited to answer question?
•
•
•
•

Descriptive statistics vs models (descriptives/correlations are valuable!)
Econometric estimation vs simulation
Ex ante vs ex post (”what if?”)
Partial vs general equilibrium (factors, other sectors,…)

• Constraints
• Data availability (cross-section/time series)
• Time/complexity
• Sunk costs and economies of scope/scale for all methods
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Today
• Close (a little bit) gap between textbook models and policy
• Quantify trade flows and trade policies
• Describe, compare, follow evolution of policies between sectors/countries or
over time
• input for quantitative models of trade
• Understanding determinants of trade and policy effects
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Overview
1.
2.
3.
4.

Analyzing trade flows
Quantifying trade policy
Gravity as a policy tool
International macroeconomic comovement
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Analyzing trade flows
• How much, what and with whom a country trades
• Start with simple indices
• trade performance
• openness, import content of exports, intra-industry trade, export
diversification, margins of exports and growth

• Comparative advantage measures
• RCA

• Terms of trade
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Analyzing trade flows
• Theory vs empirics
•
•
•
•
•

Trade brings gains from pure exchange and specialization (CA)
But is static  small in real data (avg. 5% adjustment in GDP over 10 years)
Dwarfed by GDP growth by developing countries
Hence link between trade reform and growth?
Not easy: need measures of openness that can compare policies across
countries and over time
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How much does a country trade?
• Trade openness and integration in world trade
• can be endogenous (policy outcome) and exogenous (geography)

• Participation in Global Value Chains (GVC)
• Endogenous (specialization) vs exogenous (factors, technology)
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How much does a country trade?
• Overall openness 1 – Trade over GDP
𝑋𝑖 + 𝑀𝑖
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖 =
𝑌𝑖
Where 𝑋𝑖 is export value country 𝑖, 𝑀𝑖 import value, 𝑌𝑖 is GDP

• Data available at World Bank or from gravity dataset on UV
• Notes
• Can be much larger than 1: (i) re-exports, (ii) gross output over value added
• Hard to use for cross-country analysis: correlates with country-level variables such as
income or size (e.g. Belgium >> USA, but large USA trades more with itself)
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How much does a country trade?
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How much does a country trade?
Trade openness (2014)
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How much does a country trade?
• Comparing openness across countries
• Simple regression using OLS (e.g. Leamer (1988))

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝑦𝑖 + 𝛼2 𝐿𝐿𝑖 + 𝛼3 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖
Where 𝑦𝑖 is GDP per capita, LL is a dummy whether I is landlocked or not, and R
some measure of remoteness
• Then difference between 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖 to its predicted value from the
regression (i.e. the residual) is a ”purged” measure of openness (more/less
than expected from model), capturing ”policy”
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How much does a country trade?
• Trade is not only in final goods
• 2/3 of international trade is in intermediary goods (Johnson and Noguera
(2012))
• Fragmentation of production, offshoring, global value chain slicing,…
• This also implies that not all value added in exports is generated domestically
Import value: 100
Export value: 100

Value added: 10
Export value: 110

Final consumption
Import value: 110
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How much does a country trade?
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How much does a country trade?
• Import content of exports and external orientation
• Start with import penetration ratio for good 𝑗 at time 𝑡:
𝑀𝑗𝑡
𝜇𝑗𝑡 =
≷1
𝐶𝑗𝑡
Where 𝑀𝑗𝑡 is imports of good 𝑗 and 𝐶𝑗𝑡 is final demand of 𝑗
• Let 𝑌𝑘𝑡 and 𝑧𝑗𝑘 be industry 𝑘’s output and consumption of good 𝑗 as
intermediate respectively
σ𝑗=1 𝜇𝑘𝑡 𝑍𝑗𝑘

• Then imported input share of industry 𝑘 is 𝛼𝑘𝑡 =
𝑌𝑘𝑡
• Finally, import content of exports is given by difference between trade openness
and imported input share of industry 𝑘
𝑋𝑖𝑡 − σ𝑗=1 𝜇𝑘𝑡 𝑧𝑗𝑘
𝛼𝑘𝑡 =
𝑌𝑘𝑡
• Can be measured using information from IO tables
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How much does a country trade?
• Trade in intermediate goods – upstreamness
• Do countries specialize in upstream/downstream stages of global production
process? (Antras et al. (2012))
• Upstreamness = average distance of sector 𝑖 to global final demand
𝑌𝑖 =  𝑌𝑖𝑗 + 𝐹𝐷𝑖 =  𝛿𝑖𝑗 𝑌𝑗 + 𝐹𝐷𝑖
𝑗

𝑗

where 𝑌𝑖 is gross output of country 𝑖, 𝑌𝑖𝑗 is 𝐹𝐷𝑖 is final demand and 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is
the input share of 𝑖 in production of 𝑗 (IO entry)
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How much does a country trade?
• Antras et al. (2012)
• suggest weighted average position of an industry in the (global) value chain
by multiplying each term by steps to final demand and dividing by 𝑌𝑖

σ𝑗 𝛿 𝑖𝑗 𝐹𝐷𝑗
σ𝑗 σ𝑘 𝛿𝑖𝑘 𝛿𝑘𝑗 𝐹𝐷𝑗
𝐹𝐷𝑖
𝑈𝑖 = 1
+2
+3
+⋯
𝑌𝑖
𝑌𝑖
𝑌𝑖
• 𝑈𝑖 ≥ 1, larger values correspond to higher upstreamness
• Note: in the paper, distinguish between closed and open economy
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How much does a country trade?
• In US data, petrochemicals very upstream, retail very downstream
• Within manufacturing, capital-intensive industries more upstream
• Stronger institutions and relative skill abundance correlate with
exports in more downstream industries

• Use IO tables, for trade: world input-output tables (WIOD, …)
• Recent extensions to domestic firm-to-firm trade (Dhyne and Duprez
(2015), Dhyne, Magerman and Rubinova (2015))
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What does a country trade?
• Technology and factor endowments
•
•
•
•

Ricardo (1818), Heckscher Ohlin (1919), Eaton and Kortum (2002),…
Models based on perfect competition and CRS
Linked to diversification vs specialization of production/trade
Endogenous (amount of physical and human capital) and exogenous (amount
of land)
• Endowment data rarely available  revealed comparative advantage (RCA)
based on trade data
• Governments typical policies with supply-side policies
• endowment building and technology advancement
• To lesser extent demand-side policies (tariffs)
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What does a country trade?
• Intra-industry trade
•
•
•
•

(Krugman 1979, 1980), Melitz (2003), …
Contrasts with comparative advantage
Models based on imperfect competition and IRS
Diversification increases with country size, which again correlates with GDP

• Both models are not mutually exclusive
• Describe different dimensions of trade
• But different implications for impact trade policy and welfare gains
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What does a country trade?
• Intra-industry trade – Grubel-Lloyd index
|𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘 − 𝑀𝑖𝑗𝑘 |
𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 1 −
𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝑀𝑖𝑗𝑘
where 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘 is exports of country 𝑖 to 𝑗 in sector 𝑘
•
•
•
•

Ranges between 0 and 1
𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 0 if country only exports or imports a good (no intra-industry trade)
High values of 𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑗𝑘 consistent with Krugman monopol. competition models
Rising values developing countries typically associated with convergence in
income levels and infrastructure
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What does a country trade?
• Issues
• Value rises with aggregation, comparison needs calculations at similar levels
• 𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑗𝑘 can pick up vertical trade if too aggregated (is not about convergence)
• Example: Germany exports car parts to Poland, and Poland exports assembled
cars back to Germany (is rather Heckscher-Ohlin)
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What does a country trade?
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What does a country trade?
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What does a country trade?
• Extensive margin
• Some countries serve more destinations than other countries
• And export more products than others
• Within a country, number of export destinations/products can change over time

• Intensive margin
• Export more value to same country (or of same product)
• Evolution of trade value within a trade relationship

• Duration margin
• How long do trade relations last? What are determinants of long life cycles?
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What does a country trade?
• Static decomposition
𝑋 = 𝑁𝑥ҧ
Where 𝑋 is total export value, 𝑁 the number of products exported (extensive margin), 𝑥ҧ the
average value per product exported (intensive margin)
• Can do this many variants, e.g. by product-destinations
ഥ 𝑥ҧ
𝑋 = 𝑃𝐷
ഥ the average number of destinations per product, and 𝑥ҧ the
Where 𝑃 is the number of products, 𝐷
average value per product exported
• Or decompose 𝑋𝑖𝑗 into number of products exported to 𝑗 and average value per product to 𝑗
• Can also use weighted averages etc (Hummels and Klenow (2005))
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What does a country trade?
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What does a country trade?
• Why does this matter?
• Overall pattern of trade
• How firms/sectors/countries respond to trade policy
• Gravity relationship between trade flows and distance is dominated by
extensive margin
̈
• while the number of firms
and the number of traded products decline
significantly with distance, the intensive margin of average import or export
̈
value per firm-product,
if anything, increases
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What does a country trade?
• Dynamic decomposition
• Taking log differences of 𝑋 = 𝑁𝑥ҧ
• And noting that 𝑑 ln 𝑥 ≈ Δ𝑥%

𝑑 ln 𝑋 = 𝑑 ln 𝑁 + 𝑑 ln 𝑥ҧ
Captures the growth rates of each margin
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What does a country trade?
• Alternative decomposition (e.g. Bernard et al. 2009)
Δ𝑋𝑖 =  Δ𝑋𝑖 +  𝑋𝑖 −  𝑋𝑖
𝑘∈𝑆

𝑘∈𝐸

𝑘∈𝑋

where S is the set of surviving links, E the set of entrant links, and X is the set
of exiting links
• Growth can be due to intensive margin increase (first term) or net new
products/destinations (last 2 terms)
• Large churning in new exports (high failures)
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What does a country trade?
• Bernard et al. 2009
• Extensive margin dominates cross-section, while intensive margin dominates
within-relationship evolution
• Links to pattern of growth: new links are small but have strong growth
conditional on survival
• 1997 Asian financial crisis : trade collapse dominated by change in intensive
margin, while extensive margin remains constant
• Note: Similar findings for Great Trade Collapse for Belgium
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What does a country trade?
• Variance decomposition
• How much of variance in exports across countries (-pairs) can be explained by
variance in margins (number of products, average value of products,…)
• I.e. does large export flows correlate with many products or few important
products?

• Method
• Take logs of decomposition ln 𝑋 = ln 𝑁 + ln 𝑥ҧ
• Regress (OLS) ln 𝑋 separately on each margin: ln 𝑁 = 𝑎ln 𝑋 etc
• Estimated coefficient 𝑎 captures share of variance in ln 𝑋 explained by ln 𝑁
35

What does a country trade?
Variable (2014)

Ln(ext mgn)

Ln(int mgn)

Ln(X_i)

.347

.653

Ln(X_ij)

.527

.473
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What does a country trade?
• Eaton, Kortum and Kramarz (2004)
• markets per firm
• firms per market

• Bernard, Jensen, Redding and Schott (2009)

• bilateral dimension
• most variance explained by firm and product margin

• Hillberry and Hummels (2008)

• shipments data
• 𝑥ҧ = 𝑝ҧ 𝑞ത
• effect of distance on each component

• Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein (2008)
• only on country level
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What does a country trade?
• Export diversification – Herfindahl index

𝐻𝐻𝐼𝑖 = 

𝑖 2
𝑠𝑘

𝑘

Where 𝑠𝑘𝑖 is the share of good k in exports of 1
HHI ranges from 1/n (all goods exported equally) to 1 (1 good only)
I.e. HHI measures concentration on the intensive margin
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What does a country trade?
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What does a country trade?
• Revealed Comparative Advantage (Balassa (1965))
𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑖𝑘

𝑋𝑖𝑘 /𝑋𝑖
=
𝑋𝑘 /𝑋

Where 𝑋𝑖𝑘 is country I’s exports of good k, 𝑋𝑖 total exports, 𝑋𝑘 global
exports of k and X total global exports
• If 𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑖𝑘 > 1, country i has a (revealed) comparative advantage in k
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What does a country trade?
Product code (HS6)

Product name

270760 Phenols
282735 Nickel Chloride
530210 True hemp fibre, raw or retted
740323 Copper-nickel, copper-nickel-zinc
800510 Tin foil (thickness < 0.2 mm)
844811 Dobbies, Jacquards, etc for
spinning machines & looms
880250 Spacecraft, satellites and spacecraft
launch vehicles

900810 Slide projectors

Top RCA products France (2014)
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What does a country trade?
Product code (HS6)

Product name

50610 Ossein and bones treated with acid
110820 Inulin
151511 Linseed oil, crude

230620 Linseed oil-cake and other solid
residues
370294 Photo film in rolls, width 16-35mm,
>30m long, nes
370295 Photographic film, rolls, of a width
<= 35 mm, nes
470419 hem wood pulp, sulphite, nonconiferous, unbleached
570252 Carpets of manmade yarn, woven,
not made up, nes

Top RCA products Belgium-Luxembourg (2014)
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What does a country trade?
• Terms of trade
• Relative price (on world markets) of country’s exports relative to its imports
• If this increases, TOT improve
• Barter terms of trade:

𝑃(𝑋𝑖𝑡 )
𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑖𝑡 =
𝑃(𝑀𝑖𝑡 )
Where 𝑃(𝑋𝑖𝑡 ) is the price index for exports (e.g. Laspeyres-type index)
• Ideally calculated with f.o.b. prices for exports and c.i.f. prices for
imports
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With whom does a country trade?
• Characteristics of trading partners matter
• How much will the country gain from trade?
• Also distance (geographic and cultural)
• Determinants of bilateral trade  gravity (see later)
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Well-known problems with trade data
• Imports better quality than exports
• customs transactions on imports
• CEPII  infer values from transposed matrix

• Trade and production classifications differ
• Industries vs products
• Concordance tables (e.g. Eurostat)
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Well-known problems with trade data
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Examples of Harmonized System product
classification
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Examples of Harmonized System product
classification
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Overview
1.
2.
3.
4.

Analyzing trade flows
Quantifying trade policy
Gravity as a policy tool
International macroeconomic comovement
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Policy instruments
• Variety of instruments available to policy makers
•
•
•
•

Taxes/subsidies on imports/exports
Quantitative restrictions
Technical barriers
… (See last lecture)

• Same measure can have very different impact
• 2 tariffs on 2 different goods can have different trade impact
• 2 tariffs on same good with different countries too
• How to evaluate impact of tariffs?
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Tariffs
• Tariff
• Ad valorem: % of value in terms of c.i.f. value of imports
• Specific: fixed currency amount per unit of good
• Mostly convert specific and NTB to ad valorem values ”ad valorem
equivalents”  e.g. WITS database at World Bank

• C.i.f. and f.o.b
•
•
•
•

Determines who is responsible during transport
F.o.b.: free on board (for exports, costs paid by importer)
C.i.f: cost, insurance and freight (costs paid by exporter)
Mostly fob for exports and cif for imports
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Tariffs
• Measuring tariffs
• Tariffs mostly defined at HS8 or finer product level (around 10,000 products)
• Aggregate these by
• simple or trade-weighted means (by import value share)
• Issue trade-weighted means: underestimate high tariffs and give weight 0 to prohibitive
tariffs, since as import of good 1 decreases, its weight decreases
• dispersion (e.g. standard deviation) across tariffs in group
• Min-max values
• Etc.
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Tariffs
• Take a look at the TRAINS database on WITS (World Bank)
• You can download “aggregated” tariff data at HS6 level for free
• Implies more tariff lines per observation
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Overview
1.
2.
3.
4.

Analyzing trade flows
Quantifying trade policy
Gravity as a policy tool
International macroeconomic comovement
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The gravity model of trade
• Gravity model

• popular as both theoretical and econometric tool to formalize bilateral relationships
(e.g. international trade, migration, investment, social interaction,...)
• Based on Newton: Attraction between 2 objects is positively affected by their mass, and
negatively by the distance between those
• In trade (Tinbergen, 1962): mass = economic mass (GDP), distance = geographic and cultural
distance, trade costs

• Popular tool

• conceptually very simple
• high explanatory power (R2 of 0.7 common with 3 variables)
• “Some of the clearest and most robust findings in empirical economics.” (Leamer &
Levinsohn, 1995)
• availability of data
• since early 2000s, every trade model should spit out a gravity equation
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The gravity model of trade
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The simplest gravity equation
• Simple correlations
• Trade increases with GDP
• Trade decreases with distance

• But these correlations
•
•
•
•
•

Do not control for other influences
Quite noisy relationship
Linear relationship?
Does not imply causation
Subject to large deviations, especially at low GDP and high distance
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The simplest gravity equation
• Gravity equation

𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎

𝑌𝑖𝑏 𝑌𝑗𝑐
𝑑
𝐷𝑖𝑗

Or
ln 𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 ln 𝑌𝑖 + 𝑐 ln 𝑌𝑗 − 𝑑 ln 𝐷𝑖𝑗 + 𝑢𝑖𝑗
• With
•
•
•
•

ln 𝑋𝑖𝑗 the log of exports value from country i to j
ln 𝑌𝑖 and ln 𝑌𝑗 the log GDP of exporter i and j respectively
ln 𝐷𝑖𝑗 the log distance between i and j
𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑 parameters to estimate

• Note: since in log-log form, coefficients are trade elasticities(interpretation?)
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The simplest gravity equation
• Generally, expect
• 𝑏 = 𝑐~1: 1% increase in either GDP relates to 1% increase in exports from I to j
• 𝑑~1: 1% increase in distance relates to 1% decrease in exports from I to j
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The simplest gravity equation
lngdp_i

lngdp_j

lndist

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

lnv

lnv

lnv

lnv

1.158***

1.154***

1.174***

1.161***

(0.007)

(0.007)

(0.007)

(0.007)

0.880***

0.877***

0.895***

0.880***

(0.007)

(0.007)

(0.007)

(0.007)

-1.355***

-1.275***

-1.236***

-1.085***

(0.020)

(0.021)

(0.021)

(0.022)

1.245***

1.042***

0.937***

(0.120)

(0.119)

(0.118)

0.933***

0.883***

(0.045)

(0.045)

contig

comlang_off

rta

0.803***
(0.037)

_cons

-9.476***

-10.115***

-11.015***

-12.227***

(0.208)

(0.216)

(0.218)

(0.223)

R-sq

0.6488

0.6506

0.6575

0.6649

N

20878

20878

20878

20878

Standard errors in parentheses (* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p< 0.001)
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Application 1 – Domino effects of EFTA
• Sapir (2001)
• Research Question
• Negative impact of increased integration within EC on nonmembers? Prompted their
application to EC membership?
• Dynamic path of preferential trade agreements: stagnation or towards multilateral
liberalization?

• Methods
• Standard gravity model of trade with country-level data

• Results
• Deepening of EC in late 1980s might have impacted EFTA countries collapse
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Application 1 – Domino effects of EFTA
• Gravity specification
ln 𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 ln 𝑌𝑖 + 𝑐 ln 𝑌𝑗 − 𝑑 ln 𝐷𝑖𝑗 + 𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑗 + 𝑓𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑖𝑗 + 𝑢𝑖𝑗
• With
•
•
•
•
•

ln 𝑋𝑖𝑗 the log of exports value from country i to j
ln 𝑌𝑖 and ln 𝑌𝑗 the log GDP of exporter i and j respectively
ln 𝐷𝑖𝑗 the log distance between the capital cities of i and j
𝐿𝑖𝑗 a dummy (0/1) equal to 1 if countries i and j share a common language
𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑖𝑗 a dummy equal to 1 if i and j belong to same PTA
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Application 1 – Domino effects of EFTA
• Data
• Yearly data 1960-1992
• 240 bilateral trade flows between 16 Western Europe countries
• 4 sub-periods that mark changes in composition EC and EFTA
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Application 1 – Domino effects of EFTA
• Estimation using OLS

• Model estimated year by year, and by 4 sub-periods

• Findings
•
•
•
•
•

coefficients on GDP ( ∼ 1 ), distance ( ∼ -1 ) expected sign and magnitude
Starting EC had little impact at beginning of first sub-period (1960-1972)
By 1972, intra EC trade was around 1.7 times larger than non EC European trade.
Similarly so for intra EFTA trade (hence, successful in countering EC's trade policy move)
In second sub-period, new EC members traded less with old EC members, but difference
disappears
• In third period, no large changes
• In fourth period, within EFTA flows 1.7 times smaller than within EC flows, and EC-EFTA trade
smaller than intra EC trade
• Detrimental effect of EC single market program on intra-EFTA trade
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Application 1 – Domino effects of EFTA
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Application 1 – Domino effects of EFTA
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Application 1 – Domino effects of EFTA
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Application 2 – Trade facilitation
• Djankov, Freund & Pham (2010)
•
•
•
•

gravity model with Doing Business data on border crossing times
Slower border crossing times can significantly reduce bilateral trade
One extra day reduces exports by 1%
Landlocked countries are particularly sensitive to border crossing times: One
extra day reduces exports by as much as 4%
• Time-critical agricultural and manufactured goods are particularly sensitive to
border crossing times
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The theoretical gravity model
• Simple gravity equation
• has been used as a reduced form for 40 years
• But (i) lacks theoretical foundations, (ii) has econometric issues
• First tackle (i)

• Some intuition
• If coefficient on distance is -1, we interpret this that a 1% increase in distance
is related to a 1% decrease in export flows from I to j
• But what in a interconnected world with many countries?
• Do trade flows only depend on bilateral trade costs? If trade falls between I
and j, does trade with all other country pairs remain unchanged?
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The theoretical gravity model
• Anderson and van Wincoop (2003)
•
•
•
•

Micro foundations for the gravity model
Show and resolve issues with reduced form model
Application to the ”Borders Puzzle”by McCallum (1995)
McCallum estimated with simple gravity that inter-province trade in Canada
was around 20 times larger than trade from Canada to the US, while interstate trade in the US was 1.5 times larger than from US to Canada

• McCallum setup:
ln 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 ln 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑐 ln 𝑦𝑗 + 𝑑 ln 𝑑𝑖𝑗 + 𝑒𝛿𝑖𝑗 + 𝑢𝑖𝑗
Where 𝛿𝑖𝑗 = 1, province/province, =0, state/province
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The theoretical gravity model
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The theoretical gravity model
• Setup
• Consumption: love of variety preferences
• Production: goods are differentiated by place of origin. Assume each region is
specialized in the production of only one good
• Many-country model, open up to trade, introduce trade costs
• Aggregate to gravity model
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The theoretical gravity model
• Consumption
• Identical homothetic preferences in CES form
• Consumers in region 𝑗 maximize utility consuming
goods from 𝑖
𝜎
𝑈𝑗 =  𝑐𝑖𝑗

1−𝜎
𝜎

𝜎−1

𝑖

Subject to the budget constraint
 𝑝𝑖𝑗 𝑐𝑖𝑗 = 𝑦𝑗
𝑖

Where 𝜎 is the elasticity of substitution (love of variety)

• Market clearing: 𝑦𝑖 = σ𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗
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The theoretical gravity model
• Key element of the paper
•
•
•
•

Prices 𝑝𝑖𝑗 differ in regions due to trade costs that are not directly observable
Goal of paper is to identify these trade costs
i.e. 𝑝𝑖𝑗 = 𝑝𝑖 𝜏𝑖𝑗
Where 𝜏𝑖𝑗 are iceberg trade costs: if I want one unit to arrive, I must ship
𝜏𝑖𝑗 ≥ 1 units (can be interpreted as ad valorem tariff)
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The theoretical gravity model
• Solve the model and get a gravity equation
𝑦𝑖 𝑦𝑗 𝜏𝑖𝑗
𝑥𝑖𝑗 =
𝑦𝑤 𝑃𝑖 𝑃𝑗
Where 𝑦𝑤 is world GDP and 𝑃𝑖 =
price index in 𝑖

1−𝜎

1
1−𝜎 1−𝜎
σ𝑗 𝑃𝑗𝜎−1 𝑦𝑗 𝜏𝑖𝑗

𝑦𝑤

is the equilibrium
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The theoretical gravity model
• Call 𝑃𝑖 and 𝑃𝑗 the “multilateral resistance terms”
• Price index in 𝑖 depends on prices and income in all other countries 𝑗 and all
trade costs 𝜏𝑖𝑗
• These capture trade diversion effects – absent in simple gravity!
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The theoretical gravity model
• Model gives estimation equation

ln 𝑧𝑖𝑗 = ln 𝑥𝑖𝑗 /𝑦𝑖 𝑦𝑗 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 ln 𝑑𝑖𝑗 + 𝑐𝛿𝑖𝑗 + ln 𝑃𝑖1−𝜎 + ln 𝑃𝑗1−𝜎 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗
• Calibrate the model for some value of 𝜎 (e.g. 𝜎=5)
• Paper continues estimation using iterative non-linear least squares to get
estimates for equilibrium price indices and coefficients
• However, literature followed by estimating flows using exporter and importer
fixed effects to identify impact of bilateral barriers (can be done using OLS again!)
ln 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎𝐹𝐸𝑖 + 𝐹𝐸𝑗 + 𝑏 ln 𝑑𝑖𝑗 + 𝑐𝛿𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗
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The theoretical gravity model
• Results from structural gravity
• Estimates US-Canada border effects much smaller (1.6) and symmetric for US
to Canada and Canada to US
• For reasonable estimates of border elasticity to trade, can construct tariff
equivalent of border effect, which is around 48% for elasticity of substitution
around 5.
• The authors also report that the average error term of the model shrinks,
implying omitted variable bias from not including the multilateral resistance
terms
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The theoretical gravity model
• Conclusion
• Multilateral resistance terms are omitted variables in simple gravity
• Capturing trade diversion and general equilibrium effects (change in bilateral
trade costs does not only affect country pair, but all other countries as well)
• Nice thing is can estimate structural model using OLS and fixed effects

• But… a second issue with the simple gravity model remains: econometrics
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Estimation issues
• Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006)
• OLS estimates generate biased results under heteroskedasticity
• Issue occurs from using log-transform: all zero flows drop out as ln(0) =
undefined  leads to misspecified model
• Propose multiplicative estimator Poisson Pseudo Maximum Likelihood (PPML)
• PPML as an estimator for all types of constant elasticity models
• Find that coefficients on GDP are smaller than 1 (around 0.7) and distance
coefficient also drops
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Estimation issues
• Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein (2008)
•
•
•
•

Another issue remains…
Around 50% of country-level trade flows are zero
Need to deal with selection (similar to Heckman model)
Model with heterogeneous firms generates self-selection into exporting (most
productive firms export, others not)
• Generate 2-stage (non-linear) estimation procedure to deal with selection and
estimate gravity model

• Heckman selection model: 2 stages
• First estimate probability of non-zero outcome
• Then estimate coefficients of interests on intensive margin of non-zero
outcomes, correcting for selection bias
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Comparison of estimation methods and
impact distance and borders
• Magerman, Studnicka and Van Hove (2016)
• Estimate distance and border effects on panel
• Comparing OLS, PPML and other techniques
• Ask me Stata code if you want to experiment
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Application 3 – Death of distance
• Distance puzzle
• during globalization, impact of distance to trade actually increased using
gravity models
• Disdier and Head (2008) – meta-analysis of 1000 gravity equations used in
other papers, find slightly increasing coefficient in distance since 1950
• Chaney (2013), Head and Mayer (2014) argue distance remains due to search
and transaction costs
• Hence technological advances failed to reduce information frictions
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Application 3 – Death of distance
• Lendle et al. (2016)
• Argues search and transaction frictions drop significantly in centralized online markets
• While some search costs remain, these are uncorrelated with exporters’ remoteness
• Use cross-country transactions on eBay to estimate gravity model
• Uses Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) setup
• Transactions between 61 countries and 40 goods in 2004-2009
• Match eBay goods to HS codes to generate comparable basket to estimate offline and online
gravity
• Distance coefficient 65% smaller on eBay than online (also holds good by good)
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Gravity data
• Gravity data on UV (1995-2014)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contains exports values v from country i to country j in year t (current US$)
GDP of both i and j (current US$)
Distance between i and j (km between capital cities)
Number of products shipped per trade flow em (extensive margin, at HS6 digit product level)
Average value per product shipped per trade flow im (intensive margin, current US$)
Several dummies on RTA information (write notes for more details)
Additional geographic measures (contiguity, common official language, common ethnic language)

• Possibilities
•
•
•
•

Look at descriptive statistics of trade and growth over 20 years for all countries
Replicate and explore deeper many graphs and tables of this lecture
Gravity analysis
Start for exploratory questions on trade

• Disclaimer: Do not share/use outside the context of this course
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Gravity data
• Additional dataset on all product-level information for 2014
• Export values from i to j at HS6 level in 2014
• Information on the Harmonized System here
• If wanted, can expand for years 1995-2014
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Other datasets
• WITS
• tariff and NTB info http://wits.worldbank.org (nice interface)
• MFN and preferential rates
• trade data: At sector level, also monthly aggregate trade statistics by country. Trade
data based on comtrade.
• Also:
• exports by value added at 27 sectors for 118 countries 1997-2011
• labor content of exports and labor in value added of exports.
• indicators on e-trade

• Feenstra Center for International Data:
http://cid.econ.ucdavis.edu/index.html
• Mostly centered around US, but data 1962-2000.
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References
• Practical guide to trade policy analysis (WTO)
•
•
•
•

Contains elements of all topics covered here
Also “theory” of tariffs for small and large country case (CH 4) as in last lecture
Forget about CGE models – these are outdated
For free: datasets and Stata code!

• An Advanced Guide to Trade Policy Analysis: The Structural Gravity Model
(WTO)
• Theory on structural gravity + Stata code

• The Gravity cookbook (Head and Mayer (2014))
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International macroeconomic comovement
• Up to now
• Looked at gains from trade and impact of trade policy
• And a quick primer on how to measure this

• But an interconnected world also implies
• Synchronization or comovement of aggregate variables
• Through which variables?
• Does policy have an impact then?
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Business cycle fluctuations
• Business Cycle
• The period of expansions and contractions in the level of economic activity
around its long-run growth trend

• Open Economy Macroeconomics
• Development of a workhorse model that can serve as a laboratory for policy
analysis
• What are the features of the model that make it successful with the data?
• Extending predictions related to the closed economy macro models
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Business cycle fluctuations
• Focus on high frequency movements
• Low frequency (long-run) versus high frequency (short-run)
• Construct cycle component that corresponds to high frequency movements of
economic variables (GDP, consumption, investment, employment etc)
• Linear detrending or Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter
• De-trended data: Actual data minus trend component
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Business cycle fluctuations
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Business cycle fluctuations
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Macroeconomic comovement
• Heathcote Perri (2002)
• US vs. Canada, Japan, 15 European countries
• Main economic variables comove (GDP, consumption, investment,
employment)
• GDP higher correlation than consumption
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Macroeconomic comovement
• Is trade the main link?
• GDP correlation is linked to trade (Kose and Yi (2006))
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Macroeconomic comovement
• (Kose and Yi (2006)
• Look how GDP correlation changes with trade intensity between country pairs
𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 ln 𝑥𝑖𝑗 + 𝑢𝑖𝑗
Estimate for 𝑏 = 0.08. I.e. doubling trade intensity correlates with 0.02*ln2 =
0.055 higher GDP correlation among country pairs
• See also Frankel and Rose (1998): The endogeneity of the optimum currency
area criteria
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Macroeconomic comovement
• Bocola (2006)
• Evidence for Europe
• bilateral trade intensity robust determinant of real comovement
• Convergence in macroeconomic policies (especially fiscal policies) associated
to high degree of intra-European business-cycle correlation

• We will talk more about optimal currency area theory and fiscal policy
harmonization later on
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Macroeconomic comovement
• Di Giovanni and Levchenko (2012)
• Firm size distribution within countries contributes to aggregate volatility
• Smaller countries have less firms and are more volatile
• More open countries have larger firms (due to exports) and are more volatile
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Macroeconomic comovement
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Macroeconomic comovement
• Standard Business Cycle Theory has a problem accounting for the
increased correlation due to increased trade
• Propagation of shocks through trade is very weak.
• Is it something else? (e.g., the financial system etc)

• Trade integration implies BC-comovement of countries.
• Is this good or bad?
• important question given globalization, economic integration of European
Union etc

• What is the cost of business cycle fluctuations?
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Macroeconomic comovement
• Positives
• Gains from increased specialization and trade
• Economic upturn of one country propagates to others

• Negatives
• Harder to achieve risk sharing
• Crisis of one country propagates to others
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Aggregate fluctuations
• Recent literature links micro to macro in explaining GDP volatility
• Gabaix (2011): Shocks to large firms have impact on GDP growth (Nokia)
• Acemoglu et al. (2012): Shocks to important suppliers have impact on GDP
• Magerman et al. (2017): micro shocks explain 50% of GDP volatility in
Belgium, top 100 firms explain 90% of aggregate fluctuations from micro
shocks
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